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Arafat and Abbas 2019-11 this landmark volume presents vivid and intimate portraits of palestinian presidents
yasser arafat and mahmoud abbas revealing the impact these different personalities have had on the struggle for
national self determination arafat and abbas lived in palestine as young children uprooted by the 1948 war they
returned in 1994 to serve as the first and second presidents of the palestinian authority the establishment of which
has been the palestine liberation organization s greatest step towards self determination for the palestinian nation
both arafat and abbas were shaped by earlier careers in the plo and each adopted their own controversial
leadership methods and decision making styles drawing on primary sources in arabic hebrew and english klein
gives special attention to the lesser known abbas his beliefs and his disagreements with israeli and american
counterparts the book uncovers new details about abbas peace talks and us foreign policy towards palestine and
analyses the political evolution of hamas and abbas succession struggle klein also highlights the tension between
the ageing leader and his society arafat and abbas offers a comprehensive and balanced account of the palestinian
authority s achievements and failures over its twenty five years of existence what emerges is a palestinian
nationalism that refuses to disappear
State of Failure 2013-10-29 the biggest obstacle to palestinian statehood may not be israel in september 2011
president mahmoud abbas stood before the united nations general assembly and dramatically announced his
intention to achieve recognition of palestinian statehood the united states roundly opposed the move then but two
years later washington revived dreams for palestinian statehood through bilateral diplomacy with israel but are the
palestinians prepared for the next step in state of failure middle east expert jonathan schanzer argues that the
reasons behind palestine s inertia are far more complex than we realize despite broad international support
palestinian independence is stalling because of internal mismanagement not necessarily because of israeli
intransigence drawing on exclusive sources the author shows how the plo under yasser arafat was ill prepared for
the task of statebuilding arafat s successor mahmoud abbas used president george w bush s support to catapult
himself into the presidency but the aging leader now four years past the end of his elected term has not only failed
to implement much needed reforms but huge sums of international aid continue to be squandered and the
palestinian people stand to lose everything as a result supporters of palestine and israel alike will find schanzer s
narrative compelling at this critical juncture in middle eastern politics
ARAFAT AND ABBAS 2017-07-11 mahmoud abbas rose to prominence as a top palestinian negotiator became the
leader of his nation and then tragically failed to negotiate a peace agreement this is the first book in english that
focuses on one of the most important fixtures of the israeli palestinian conflict filled with new details and based on
interviews with key figures in ramallah jerusalem and washington this book weaves together a fascinating story that
will interest both veteran observers of the conflict and readers new to israeli palestinian history the authors one a
research fellow at a nonpartisan washington think tank and the other an award winning diplomatic correspondent
for israel s largest news website tell the inside story of abbas s complicated multi decade relationship with america
israel and his own people they trace his upbringing in galilee his family s escape from the 1948 israeli arab war and
his education abroad they chart his rise to prominence as a pivotal actor in the oslo peace process of the 1990s and
his unsuccessful attempt to offer a nonviolent alternative to the second intifada the authors pay special attention to
the crucial years of 2005 to 2014 exploring such questions as how did abbas lose control of half of his governing
territory and the support of more than half of his people why was abbas the most prominent palestinian leader to
denounce terrorism why did abbas twice walk away from peace offers from israel and the u s in 2008 and 2014 and
how did he turn himself from the first world leader to receive a phone call from president obama to a person who
ultimately lost the faith of the american president concluding that abbas will most likely be judged a tragic figure
the authors emphasize that much of his historical importance will depend on the state of the peace process after he
is gone only the future will determine which of the emerging schools of palestinian political thought will hold sway
and how it will affect the israeli palestinian conflict
The Last Palestinian 2004 examines the life and leadership skills of palestinian national authority president yasser
arafat who won a nobel peace prize for his efforts to establish peace in the middle east
Yasser Arafat 2019-11-01 this landmark volume presents vivid and intimate portraits of palestinian presidents
yasser arafat and mahmoud abbas revealing the impact these different personalities have had on the struggle for
national self determination arafat and abbas lived in palestine as young children uprooted by the 1948 war they
returned in 1994 to serve as the first and second presidents of the palestinian authority the establishment of which
has been the palestine liberation organization s greatest step towards self determination for the palestinian nation
both arafat and abbas were shaped by earlier careers in the plo and each adopted their own controversial



leadership methods and decision making styles drawing on primary sources in arabic hebrew and english klein
gives special attention to the lesser known abbas his beliefs and his disagreements with israeli and american
counterparts the book uncovers new details about abbas peace talks and us foreign policy towards palestine and
analyses the political evolution of hamas and abbas succession struggle klein also highlights the tension between
the ageing leader and his society arafat and abbas offers a comprehensive and balanced account of the palestinian
authority s achievements and failures over its twenty five years of existence what emerges is a palestinian
nationalism that refuses to disappear
Arafat and Abbas 1999-09-27 a biography of the palestinian leader
Arafat 2013-03-25 colin shindler s remarkable history begins in 1948 as waves of immigrants arrived in israel from
war torn europe to establish new cities new institutions and a new culture founded on the hebrew language
optimistic beginnings were soon replaced with the sobering reality of wars with arab neighbours internal ideological
differences and ongoing confrontation with the palestinians in this updated edition shindler covers the significant
developments of the last decade including the rise of the israeli far right hamas s takeover and the political rivalry
between gaza and the west bank israel s uneasy dealings with the new administration in the united states political
islam and the potential impact of the arab spring on the region as a whole this sympathetic yet candid portrayal
asks how a nation that emerged out of the ashes of the holocaust and was the admiration of the world is now
perceived by many western governments in a less than benevolent light
A History of Modern Israel 2005 terrorism sadly seems here to stay and to stay with a vengeance it turns out
that the united states was not prepared for it and now must play catch up countries such as japan france spain
england and others have been targeted and attacked as well as opposed to traditional forms of war where the
enemy is known and locatable the war on terrorism features foggily defined enemies who seem at the same time
everywhere and nowhere this book presents important new reports of issues trends and developments in the global
war on terrorism
U.S. Policy Toward the Palestinians in the Post-Arafat Era 2002 an updated edition of this best selling
introduction to the conflict with coverage of all the recent events the new edition of this best selling book gives a
thorough and accessible account of the history behind the palestine israeli conflict its roots and the possibilities for
the future new material outlines recent developments while an updated conclusion consists of a direct debate
between the two authors which raises many issues yet offers real solutions to which future peace talks may aspire
Focus on Terrorism 2015-02-19 cold hard facts on the world s hot spots now readers can make sense of the daily
headlines with an examination of the sides and issues of evolving conflicts this updated edition provides coverage
of all of the hot conflict spots in our world today background and history new and added coverage of the war on
terror and up to date coverage on the middle east including iraq as iraq continues to dominate the news there is
unfortunately no shortage of other trouble spots this guide looks at conflicts around the globe an accurate reference
source for high school and college students and a great overview for people who want more in depth understanding
of daily events
The Palestine-Israeli Conflict 2006-05-02 cold hard facts on the world s hot spots now readers can make sense
of the daily headlines with an examination of the sides and issues of evolving conflicts this updated edition provides
coverage of all of the hot conflict spots in our world today background and history new and added coverage of the
war on terror and up to date coverage on the middle east including iraq as iraq continues to dominate the news
there is unfortunately no shortage of other trouble spots this guide looks at conflicts around the globe an accurate
reference source for high school and college students and a great overview for people who want more in depth
understanding of daily events
The Complete Idiot's Guide to World Conflicts, 2nd Edition 2006-05-02 gr 5 7 this glossy oversized volume provides
a highly pictorial overview of the modern state from its beginnings in palestine up to the present scharfstein
describes the land and peoples of israel its history government culture economy archaeology and religion the
country s role in the politics powerplays and wars of the middle east are also summarized the author explains why
after so many years of negotiations the arab countries are now willing to sign peace agreements the writing is
straightforward with brief declarative sentences and from one to two pages devoted to a topic maps diagrams and
full color and black and white photos and reproductions appear throughout this publisher formerly published amos
elon s understanding israel 1976 and scharfstein s book appears to be an adaptation and update of it david
bamberger s a young person s history of israel 1985 both behrman is for slightly older audiences it is written in a
flowing narrative that discusses rather than outlines the topics and editorializes more than this book which strives



to be objective marcia posner federation of new york and the jewish book council new york city
The Complete Idiot's Guide to World Conflicts, 2E 1994 this book investigates demonization in international politics
particularly in the middle east it argues that while demonization s origins are religious its continued presence is
fundamentally political drawing upon examples from historical and modern conflicts this work addresses two key
questions why do leaders demonize enemies when waging war and what are the lasting impacts on peacemaking in
providing answers to these inquiries the author applies historical insight to twenty first century conflict specific
attention is given to israel and palestine as the author argues that war time demonization in policy media and art is
a psychological and relational barrier during peace talks
Understanding Israel 2016-06-08 party politics in palestine is an up to date elucidation of the fractious palestinian
political scene providing for the first time a lively and comprehensive discussion of the ideological outlook historical
development and political objectives of all of palestine s major political actors
Demonization in International Politics 2013-02-04 hardly a day passes when israel is not in the news this book
provides essential facts about not only the political events in the news but also the positive contributions israel is
making in the arts and sciences this is not a recitation of facts and figures but a mosaic of the most important
aspects of israel s past and present the book will entertain those interested in some of the fascinating trivia about
israel and inform those doing more serious research about the economy government and culture of the jewish state
Political Parties in Palestine 2005-11-01 developing ideas established in the successful first edition this new version
of america s war on terror updates and expands the original collection of essays allowing the reader to fully
understand how the causes of the war on terror both the domestic and foreign policy implications and the future
challenges faced by the united states have moved on since 2003 features include four specifically designed
sections which examine the topic from different perspectives and orientations to provide a balanced and nuanced
understanding of the issues new material takes into account events through the election of barack obama and
potential changes in the us led war on terror four additional core chapters look at homeland security afghanistan
pakistan and central asia iraq and the persian gulf and globalization all with a focus on the war on terror a robust
introduction builds on the previous preface while the editors have also developed a concluding section that brings
together the major themes of the work and provides an overview of future policy challenges and options the book s
existing tables and appendices are also completely updated essays written from a variety of perspectives provide
instructors with a useful tool to supplement course materials the book also offers the student an analytical means
with which to understand the factors behind the attacks the nation s response to them and the continuing evolving
impact of terrorism on domestic and international politics america s war on terror second edition will be of interest
and utility to academics the general public and most significantly to students as a reader for such courses as us
foreign policy international security terrorism islamic studies american politics and international relations
1001 Facts Everyone Should Know about Israel 2013-03-28 this exhaustive work offers readers at multiple levels
key insights into the military political social cultural and religious origins of the arab israeli conflict the encyclopedia
of the arab israeli conflict a political social and military history is the first comprehensive general reference
encompassing all aspects of the contentious arab israeli relationship from biblical times to the present with an
emphasis on the era beginning with world war i the encyclopedia of the arab israeli conflict goes beyond simply
recapping military engagements in four volumes with more than 750 alphabetically organized entries plus a
separate documents volume it provides a wide ranging introduction to the distinct yet inextricably linked arab and
israeli worlds and worldviews exploring all aspects of the conflict the objective analysis will help readers understand
the dramatic events that have impacted the entire world from the founding of modern israel to the building of the
suez canal from the six day war to the camp david accords from the assassinations of anwar sadat and yitzhak
rabin to the rise and fall of yasser arafat the 2006 palestinian elections and the israeli hezbollah war in lebanon
America's War on Terror 2008-05-12 this is a dispassionate examination of the viability of a two state solution in
the israeli palestinian conflict based on the politics of israel palestine and the united states it includes instructive
case studies from south africa in namibia and the irish claim to northern ireland the results of israeli elections from
2001 to 2013 are analyzed with the conclusion that the likud will be in any government coalition for at least the
midterm future giving it a veto over policy a chapter examining the history and ideology of the secular right over
the last 90 years follows there are three chapters of case studies the likud withdrawal from the sinai in 1979 1982
and from gaza in 2005 the withdrawal of south africa from namibia in 1988 1989 and the dropping of ireland s
constitutional claim to northern ireland in 1998 under a fianna fail government the same party that wrote the
constitution in 1937 a chapter examines palestinian politics since the mandatory era and another the american



israeli alliance and american politics a concluding chapter draws lessons from the case studies and the analysis
The Encyclopedia of the Arab-Israeli Conflict [4 volumes] [4 volumes] 2013-05-21 after four years of trump
america seems set to return to political normality but for much of the rest of the world that normality is a horror
story 75 years of us led invasions cia sponsored coups election interference stay behind networks rendition and
weapons testing all in the name of pax america the world s police if you are not an ally of the us in this normality
your country can find its democratic processes undermined and its economic wellbeing conditioned upon returning
to the fold if you re not strategically important to the us you can find yourself its dumping ground this new
anthology re examines this history with stories that explore the human cost of these interventions on foreign soil by
writers from that soil from nuclear testing in the pacific to human testing of cia torture tactics from coups in latin
america to all out invasions in the middle and far east the atrocities that follow are often dismissed in history books
as inevitable in the fog of war by presenting them from indigenous grassroots perspectives accompanied by
afterwords by the historians that consulted on them this book attempts to bring some clarity back to that history
stories are accompanied by afterwords written by historians providing historical context afterwords by olmo golz
emmanuel gerard felix julio alfonso lopez david harper ertugrul kurkcu francisco dominguez maurizio dianese julio
barrios zardetto brian meeks victor figueroa clark raymond bonner daniel kovalik meral cicek ian shaw matteo
capasso neil faulkner xuan phuong iyad s s abujaber chris hedges translated by orsola casagrande mustafa
gundogdu sawad hussain jonathan wright basma ghalayini nicholas glastonbury sara khalili j bret maney adam
feinstein and megan mcdowell part of our history into fiction series
Israel/Palestine and the Politics of a Two-State Solution 2021-09-23 this groundbreaking three volume
encyclopedia is the first to focus exclusively on the revolutionary movements that have changed the course of
history from the american and french revolutions to the present abc clio is proud to present an encyclopedia that
reaches around the globe to explore the most momentous and impactful political revolutions of the last two and a
half centuries exploring their origins courses consequences and influences on subsequent individuals and groups
seeking to change their own governments and societies in three volumes revolutionary movements in world history
covers 79 revolutions from the american and french uprisings of the late 18th century to the rise of communism
nazism and fascism from ho chi minh and fidel castro to the ayatollah al qaeda and the fall of the berlin wall written
by leading experts from a number of nations this insightful cutting edge work combines detailed portrayals of
specific revolutions with essays on important overarching themes full of revealing insights compelling personalities
and some of the most remarkable moments in the world s human drama revolutionary movements in world history
offers a new way of looking at how societies reinvent themselves
The American Way 2006-07-20 this in depth study of u s involvement in the modern middle east carefully weighs
the interplay of domestic cultural religious diplomatic international and military events in one of the world s most
troubled regions the monumental five volume the encyclopedia of middle east wars the united states in the persian
gulf afghanistan and iraq conflicts is a must have resource for anyone seeking to comprehend u s actions in this
volatile region under the expert editorship of spencer c tucker the encyclopedia traces 20th and 21st century u s
involvement in the middle east and south central asia concentrating on the last three decades beginning with the
1980 1988 iran iraq war it covers the 1979 1989 soviet occupation of afghanistan the 1991 persian gulf war allied
punitive actions against iraq during the 1990s the afghanistan war the iraq war and the global war on terror many
smaller military actions against iran iraq libya afghanistan and other regimes that have been involved in
international terrorism are also included diplomacy religion as it pertains to middle east conflict and social cultural
developments are other key subjects of analysis as is the interplay of politics with military policy in the united
states and other nations involved in the region
Revolutionary Movements in World History [3 volumes] 2012-01-19 international peacekeeping is devoted to
reporting upon and analyzing international peacekeeping with an emphasis upon legal and policy issues but is not
limited to these issues it is recognized that in today s world there is a wealth of information available from the
internet and through other sources it is therefore the goal of this yearbook to make this information available in one
publication which both organizes and records events over the course of a year through analytical articles a
chronicle primary documents and a bibliography topics include inter alia peacekeeping peace war conflict resolution
diplomacy international law international security humanitarian relief humanitarian law and terrorism the yearbook
is of scholarly quality but is not narrowly theoretical it provides the interested public diplomats civil servants
politicians the military academics journalists ngo employees and serious citizens with a document of record
comment and a starting point for further research on peacekeeping and related topics this is achieved not only by



the provision of basic documents on cd rom such as security council resolutions and reports of the un secretary
general but also by expert commentaries on world events peacekeeping is treated in a pragmatic light seen as a
form of international military cooperation for the preservation or restoration of international peace and security
attention is focused not only on un peacekeeping operations but other missions as well this yearbook is the
continuation of the journal international peacekeeping
Introduction to Zionism and Israel 2010-10-08 truly an essential reference for today s world this detailed
introduction to the origins events and impact of the adversarial relationship between arabs and israelis illuminates
the complexities and the consequences of this long lasting conflict the arab israeli conflict remains one of the most
contentious in modern history one with repercussions that reach far beyond the middle east this volume describes
and explains the most important countries people events and organizations that play or have played a part in the
conflict chronological coverage begins with the israeli war of independence in 1948 and extends to the present day
a one stop reference the guide offers a comprehensive overview essay as well as perspective essays by leading
scholars who explore such widely debated issues as the united states support for israel and historic rights to
palestine important primary source documents such as the un resolution on the partition of palestine and the camp
david accords are included and put into context further insight into drivers of war and peace in the middle east are
provided through biographies of major political leaders like menachem begin golda meir yasser arafat benjamin
netanyahu and anwar sadat
The Encyclopedia of Middle East Wars [5 volumes] 2004-11-01 the israeli palestinian conflict is one of the
most prominent issues in world politics today few other issues have dominated the world s headlines and have
attracted such attention from policy makers the academic community political analysts and the world s media the
routledge handbook on the israeli palestinian conflict offers a comprehensive and accessible overview of the most
contentious and protracted political issue in the middle east bringing together a range of top experts from israel
palestine europe and north america the handbook tackles a range of topics including the historical background to
the conflict peace efforts domestic politics critical issues such as displacement jerusalem and settler movements
the role of outside players such as the arab states the us and the eu this handbook provides the reader with an
understanding of the complexity of the issues that need to be addressed in order to resolve the conflict and a
detailed examination of the varied interests of the actors involved in depth analysis of the conflict is supplemented
by a chronology of the conflict key documents and a range of maps the contributors are all leading authorities in
their field and have published extensively on the israeli palestinian conflict peace process many have played a
leading role in various track ii initiatives accompanying the peace process
International Peacekeeping: The Yearbook of International Peace Operations 2014-07-15 combining elements of
comparative politics with a country by country analysis author david s sorenson provides a complete and accessible
introduction to the modern middle east with an emphasis on the politics of the region the text also dedicates
chapters specifically to the history religions and economies of countries in the persian arabian gulf the eastern
mediterranean and north africa in each country chapter a brief political history is followed by discussions of
democratization religious politics women s issues civil society economic development privatization and foreign
relations in this updated and revised second edition an introduction to the modern middle east includes new
material on the arab spring the changes in turkish politics the iranian nuclear issues and the latest efforts to resolve
the israeli palestinian dilemma introductory chapters provide an important thematic overview for each of the book s
individual country chapters and short vignettes throughout the book offer readers a chance for personal reflection
Arab-Israeli Conflict 2013-03-05 this book provides detailed coverage of all the key conflict related developments
since the arab spring a seminal event that began in december 2010 and continues to have major influence on
events in the middle east north africa and beyond this important reference offers readers a thorough understanding
of the nature of the various conflicts that have erupted in the middle east and north africa following the arab spring
clear and concise explanations of important concepts related to islam ideology and ethnicity and the economic
social and cultural forces propelling conflict and revolution in the region will enable readers to gain insight into key
developments there biographical and organizational profiles combined with succinct overviews of each country
provide a strong research foundation for students the book offers detailed descriptions of the minority groups that
have suffered violence from both the countries and the societies around them sometimes generating refugee flows
that engage neighboring states in security issues it also discusses the role of women in the region during these
turbulent times primary source documents and a chronology highlight political struggles to reach durable
agreements and develop institutions to meet basic human needs in the modern middle east



Routledge Handbook on the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict 2013-11-12 now in its 159th edition the statesman s
yearbook continues to be the reference work of choice for accurate and reliable information on every country in the
world covering political economic social and cultural aspects the yearbook is also available online for subscribing
institutions
An Introduction to the Modern Middle East 2020-03-19 leading scholars of middle east politics and international
relations present comprehensive coverage of the international politics of the middle east a region at the forefront of
international attention
Conflict in the Modern Middle East 2023-01-04 this book introduces the politics of the modern middle east
which includes the countries of the persian gulf the eastern mediterranean countries and north africa it covers the
major geographical regions that make up the middle east and summarizes the post world war i history of the middle
east
The Statesman's Yearbook 2023 2013-03-21 the israel palestine conflict is one of the world s most polarizing
confrontations its current phase israel s temporary occupation of the west bank gaza and east jerusalem turned a
half century old in june 2017 in these timely and provocative essays gershon shafir asks three questions what is the
occupation why has it lasted so long and how has it transformed the israeli palestinian conflict his cogent answers
illuminate how we got here what here is and where we are likely to go shafir expertly demonstrates that at its
fiftieth year the occupation is riven with paradoxes legal inconsistencies and conflicting interests that weaken the
occupiers hold and leave the occupation itself vulnerable to challenge
International Relations of the Middle East 2018-10-03 the statesman s yearbook now in a new enlarged format
contains profiles of every country in the world and includes 20 new content all print purchases now receive online
access at no extra cost with a single user licence giving access to the full text online updated regularly and fully
searchable for queries sybinfo palgrave com
An Introduction to the Modern Middle East, Student Economy Edition 2017-04-25 the middle east is
frequently portrayed as a collection of stubbornly authoritarian states whose behaviour can only be changed by the
table thumping or even the military intervention of the us government but as jeremy jones uncovers in this
fascinating book the region is in fact engaged in a profound and tumultuous process of political change the
movements seeking democracy and reform that have emerged are rooted in local cultures and political traditions
and because of this they are overlooked obstructed or even undermined by the us s pursuit of a one size fits all
western democratic model a veteran harvard middle east analyst jeremy jones travels from morocco to oman from
egypt to iran listening to grassroots activists and interviewing major political leaders such as turkish prime minister
erdogan he provides a vivid picture of the changing political cultures of the middle east he looks at new forms of
political islam from hamas in the west bank to the justice and development party in turkey to hizballah in lebanon
demonstrating how each movement grew out of its local context he meets women politicians in the gulf hamas
leaders in ramallah and democracy activists in jordan and syria seeking to understand how these new forces relate
to each other to their societies and to western policies in a trenchant critique of the much vaunted us
democratisation agenda jones concludes that a participatory and accountable political culture is slowly emerging in
spite not because of western foreign policies
A Half Century of Occupation 2017-02-07 the political handbook of the world provides timely thorough and accurate
political information with more in depth coverage of current political controversies than any other reference guide
the updated 2018 2019 edition will continue to be the most authoritative source for finding complete facts and
analysis on each country s governmental and political makeup compiling in one place more than 200 entries on
countries and territories throughout the world this volume is renowned for its extensive coverage of all major and
minor political parties and groups in each political system it also provides names of key ambassadors and
international memberships of each country plus detailed profiles of more than 30 intergovernmental organizations
and un agencies this comprehensive update will include coverage of current events issues crises and controversies
from the course of the last two years including elections across europe referendum in ireland rohingya genocide in
myanmar the venezuelan dictatorship the renaming of swaziland to eswatini qatar diplomacy changes historic
meeting between the united states and north korea establishment of a new governing coalition in liberia
The Statesman's Yearbook 2007 2006-11-24 hamas is a palestinian islamist military and sociopolitical movement
that grew out of the muslim brotherhood the u s israel the eu and canada consider hamas a terrorist org this report
provides background info on hamas or the islamic resistance movement and u s policy towards it it also includes
info and analysis on 1 the threats hamas currently poses to u s interests 2 how hamas compares with other middle



east terrorist groups 3 hamas s ideology and policies 4 its leadership and org and 5 its sources of assistance finally
the report discusses various legislative and oversight options related to foreign aid strategies financial sanctions
and regional and international political approaches a print on demand report
Negotiating Change 2019-03-19 this book provides the reader with a balanced understanding of both the dynamism
and the complexity of israeli politics it is devoted to israel s domestic politics which includes right wing and left wing
parties israel s main interest group parties israeli security and foreign policy issues
Political Handbook of the World 2018-2019 2011-04 with the israeli palestinian peace process still unresolved the
man who led the emerging palestinian state through the turbulent post arafat era former prime minister ahmed
qurie unveils for the first time his record of the 1993 oslo negotiations which led to this point the charismatic qurie
also known as abu ala was pivotal to the oslo and post oslo talks and the real if volatile friendships he formed with
his israeli counterparts uri savir and shimon peres helped create a fundamental shift in both sides perception of the
other qurie s story offers a longawaited perspective on the protracted and often nail biting negotiations which
changed the middle east forever the issues which the oslo talks came so close to but ultimately failed in resolving
namely refugees borders security jerusalem are now once again on the negotiating table in this context qurie s
candid account of secret deals hoarsely argued compromises and astonishing volte faces assumes huge importance
for historians and for those shaping the future of palestine and the peace process from oslo to jerusalem is not only
an indispensable record but also a compelling narrative of the drama emotion and personalities behind a turning
point in the history of the modern middle east
Hamas 2018-05-04 from the madrid invitation in 1991 to the introduction of the oslo process in 1993 to the present
a negotiated settlement has remained the dominant leitmotiv of peacemaking between israel and the palestinian
people that the parties have chosen negotiations means that either side s failure to comply with its obligation to
negotiate can result in an internationally wrongful act and in response countermeasures and other responses this
monograph seeks to advance our understanding of the international law of negotiation and use this as a framework
for assessing the israeli palestinian dispute with the palestinian people s unsuccessful attempt to join the united
nations as a member state in autumn 2011 and the successful attempt to join the same institution as a non
member observer state in november 2012 providing a case study for this the legal consequences of these
applications are not merely of historical interest they inform the present rights and obligations of israel and the
palestinian people this work fills a significant gap in the existing international law scholarship on the israeli
palestinian dispute which neither engages with this means of dispute settlement generally nor does so specifically
within the context of the palestinian people s engagements with international institutions based on primary
research this book explores materials that were not analyzed before it treats a highly political issue with scientific
objectivity that strikes a balance between various points of view the book will be an essential reading to all those
involved in peace studies international negotiations and israeli palestinian conflict mutaz m qafisheh associate
professor of international law hebron university a compelling and innovative account of the legal aspects of the
palestinian israeli conflict a must read efraim karsh king s college london and bar ilan university author of palestine
betrayed a superbly imagined and executed study on palestine that puts the negotiation imperative at the heart of
its narrative fully interrogating the involvement of public international law at each step of the long and layered
history that is vigorously brought to life in these pages a study that also promises texture nuance and depth to the
legal analysis it offers and it delivers handsomely on each of these fronts dino kritsiotis chair of public international
law head of the international humanitarian law unit university of nottingham
Contemporary Israel 2006-05-26
From Oslo to Jerusalem 2016-01-28
Self-Determination, Statehood, and the Law of Negotiation
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